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Medford District Office 

Bureau ofLand M anafPDent 


3040 Biddle Road 

Medford, Oregon 97504 


Re: Pilot Thompson 

April25, 2012 

We want to start bys a)4ng we are s u pportiw of the pilot projects. We feel1here has been a lot of1hought into putting 
into practice forestry practices that will promote long-tenn forest health. We are ell:ited to see the thought that has gone 
into thinking about the forest as a whole. Also about the dewlopment ofspatial heterogeneity and structural diwrsity. 
Each stand that we have wi1nessed, either on a field trip oron ourown, has been quite different We respect the 
challenges )OU each face in implementing this program. 

Since we have walked so manystands we feel that mostofthe marK&, orareas to be marked look good. We 
appreciate the opportunityas citimns and residents ofthese areas to collaborate, we truly hope that ourcommunities 
comments are taken with the same seriousness as Norm and Jerry's prescriptions. They haw studied the forest, we 
liw here and are aware ofthe nuances ofthe environment. 

We are often the bestobservers ofour own neighborhood, for us this is the forests that we see from dayto day, 
season to season. These are the forests in the Applegate Valley atthe lower to mid elevation lewI around 2000 feel 
Ourobservation has been 1hat at this level they still do not have the advantage ofsnow, ora wetter spring that we see a 
few miles up the road. These forests are drierand do take more time to recowr and regenerate. Please see haw 
included a few visuals ofour thoughts on this. 

We would like to see two things in regard to canopydosure across the project as a whole. We would like to see 
more clusters left as to keep some significant portions ofshade. More importandy, in this fragile environment, we would 
like to see the yarding corridors counted as the Mgaps•. While we think that the Pilot Joe area that we see from Hwy238 
looks good-we see a lotofsun on the ground. We think that the corridors are huge gaps and should be figured into the 
planning as such. While our forests are dry, theyare not historicallyso drythattheyare suppose to look like the high 
desert pine forests ... which is where we are headed. This is nota bad eco-system, it is notexacUythe one here either. 
While too much fir is no good, they were historicallyhere ...as where yew 1rees, sugar pines, cedar and so forth. These 
species cannot be partof the structure if it is to open and so much drier. We have observed that where there is too much 
opening of the structure, it becomes dense buckbrush and the forest does notcome back. 

We supportAlternative 2 (with some small considerations) and notAitematiw 3 as we would like tha helicopter 
units to be taken out oftha equation. The EAmakes it dear that a large amountofnorthern spotted owl habitat 611 
acres ofnesting, roosting, and foraging (NRF) habitat is proposed to be treated in Alternative 3 (the helicopter 
altemative), ofthis 611 acres 214 acres will be downgraded to dispersal. This means ifthe BLM approves the heli units 
far more big trees will fall and far more owl habitat will be sewrely impacted. For reference ~tematiw 2 proposes 
treating 378 acres ofNRF habitat and will downgrade 57 acres. 

We feel that when the helicopter is economically viable it is a great wayto have minimal impacton certain stands. 
For e)(Bmple unit 19-6 we would supportas a helicopter unit. But these areas that the helicopters where in are not in the 
state ofneed at this Ume. 
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1 )To this argument we offer an eJCample of the unit we are most familiar with-13- 1. We requestthls unlt-13-1- be 

removed from the Pilot Thompson Timber Sale. 


This unit is intact and fire adapted. It has benefited from being hard to access. 

Spotted owl. At the multi-party monitoring meeting. This unit is within study of spotted owl population. There is an 
historic nesting site above it. Because this unit has been difficult to get to it still has a lot of large trees that are over 25" 
DBH. It has snags and a more complex canopy due to blow downs and beeUe kill. (Incidentally there were two areas of 
blow downs with a significant about of piled trees in each of the riparian areas this winter.) 

Riparian Areas. The map does not indicate either of the riparian areas that run in this unit. One is significant--it 
runs often into June or July...it is along the North Border of this unit and has not been indicated. In the past we have 
seen salamanders in this stream. There is a second seasonal area that is in the middle of this unit, again not indicated. 
Please see the enclosed photos of this stream. 

Recent Activity. This unit was logged in 1999 as part of the middle Thorn pson helicopter sale. This was followed by 
thinning and a prescribed burn. The forest looks good. There is structure, large trees and regeneration of smaller pines, 
both ponderosa and sugar. There are ~ung cedars. There is plenty of sun hitting the forest floor so there are areas of 
grass growth. There is a beeUe kill area in this stand that has opened up the land for the original large white oaks that 
were there before the firs crowded in. This stand is surrounded by a lot of open places, including the stand to the north 
that was also part of the 1999 work. This stand next door was not as carefully cut and the aspect was drier. It has not 
recovered and while it also got the prescription clean up-it is a messy, open, dry fire hazard. 

Other wildlife. We have seen pacific fishers in this section. There is a regular bald eagle in this part of the forest 
CurrenUywe are seeing the pair, often. 

2) Unit 19-4 should be dropped from the PilotThompson Timber Sale. 
For many of the same reasons as the above 13-1, we don't see the need in working this unit.ltsimplydoes not 

demonstrate dry forest restoration principals or represent overly dense forest in need ofthinning. The unit should be 
canceled. 

3) Unit 20-1 should be dropped from the Pilot Thompson Timber Sale. 
The unit contains many large trees marked for removal and is probably the worst mark in the entire Pilot Thompson 

Timber Sale. According to the Timber Tally provided by the BLMover 140 trees greater than 20" DBH are marked for 
removal in unit20-1. The mark proposes to target nearly all the large douglas fir in this stand for removal. Anew "tractor 
swing trail" is proposed to be created across the ridge above this unitthrough an area ofhealthyoakwoodland with a 
nice native grass understory. A relatively large amount of road renovation is also required to log the area, the road in 
question is currenUyclosed, gated, and is healing over nicely. This unit should be canceled. 

4) LasUywe would like to see a 20" DBH limit for the project. 
The use of an age based tree removal guideline is difficult, many mills can no longer handle the large trees, so this 

feels like a simple solution. It would go a long way in addressing the concerns of the community. 

We are sending 4 files with photos to illustrate our points, they will arrive is separate e-m ails due to file si:ze. 

Thank ~u. We appreciate the opportunity to work with the BLM on the health of our forests. 

Sincerely, 
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